Bringing government & citizens together to
collaborate on innovative service solutions.
JUNE 4–6, 2013
PRESENTED BY THE HUB LA & FRIENDS
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WHAT IS GOVJAM?
Global GovJam is a 48-hour global event where teams of Gov folks and citizens work
together to solve real-world challenges faced by the world of government and the public
sector. It’s a civic innovation hackathon, only no design or coding skills are needed - just
your passion for change and doing good!
This year, LA is joining the action with GovJam LA: a 2.5-day event, presented by The
Hub LA and friends, focused on solving problems specific to the greater Los Angeles area.
Our team includes the organizers who produced Service Jam LA in March 2013 for 60
participants and mentors, producing 9 innovative new services around the theme of “Grow”.

Team up with
passionate people
collaborating across
sectors

Focus on
government, public
sector & civic issues
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Try a toolbox of
creative problem
solving skills &
design methods

Develop & prototype
innovative service
solutions

48-HOUR OVERVIEW
Working around a common theme, small teams work for 48 hours on building innovative
approaches and solutions toward challenges faced by the public sector.
Participants will learn and use collaborative problem solving and design methods. GovJam is
all about DOING and MAKING. At the end of the two days, teams publish their results for the
world and will present their solutions to LA stakeholders.
TUESDAY, JUNE 4

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5

7 PM – 9 PM

9 AM

THURSDAY, JUNE 6

12 PM

5 PM

9 AM

3 PM

5 PM

Present

Form Teams
Group Brainstorm &
Problem Definition
global theme revealed

In-Field
Research
talk to real
stakeholders

Ideation
Check In!
Check In!
Tell a Story
upload projects
to Planet Jam

Insights &
Reframe
map the
service
ecosystem

Prototype
iterate, iterate,
iterate
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THE NEXT WEEK
Showcase
Select Jammers
will present their
ideas to Gov folks

PARTICIPANTS

(We call ‘em
Jammers!)

Cross-Sector Collaboration
We’re working on bringing together a diverse group of jammers who are passionate about
public sector innovation. We’re expecting:
Government Employees
Design Thinkers
Engaged Citizens
Non-Profit Professionals
Social Entrepreneurs
Social Workers
Educators
Urban Planners

Architects
MBA’s
PPA’s
Makers
Hackers
Developers
Creatives
& Others!

GovJam is a Global Event
With over 30 cities (and counting) on board, our jammers will be connected to the
worldwide energy of a global event. Follow the action at #GGovJam.
Australia
Austria
Brazil
Canada

Chile
Finland
Germany
India

Italy
Lithuania
Malaysia
Netherlands
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Poland
Russia
Spain
Sweden

UK
USA
& More!

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Jamming is a new spin on professional development. Learning, making new connections,
new attitudes, new motivation, new ways of looking at your work...it’s all part of the Jam!

Innovative Results...in Just 48 Hours
Jamming offers a high-energy, massively diverse environment, which focusses firmly on
doing, not talking. By moving through a common innovation process, participants move
away from well-trodden paths, building on each other’s ideas to take practical, constructive
steps towards novel solutions.
Concrete results might be in the form of new initiatives or platforms, new policies, and new
public services (all in the form of a working “prototype,” which might be a video, a website
or app, a service journey, a business model, etc.). Less tangible but equally (if not more!)
valuable results will be in experiencing diverse ideas and new working methods.

New Skills and Perspectives
You’ll develop professional skills and pick up new tools, methods, and perpsectives, which
you can bring back to your own work, in this learn-by-doing event.

Networking
Meet new people from other backgrounds and perspectives, and collaborate and innovate
together, making something you could never make alone...and who knows, maybe work
together in the future!
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OUTCOMES
Global GovJam recognizes the value and importance of the process, inspiration, and change
that participants undergo throughout the 2.5 day Jam.

Capacity-Building

Public-Domain Ideas

Developing solutions in 48 hours requires
efficiency, communication, and collaboration. We will facilitate an iterative process
where participants will enhance their ability
to achieve their goals while considering the
implementation and long-term impact for
policymakers, communities, and non-profits.

By the end of GovJam, all teams will upload
their prototypes onto a global platform, and
their ideas will be shared via creative commons licenses. Important solutions should
be shared with a goal to inspire and improve
service in the Government sector.

Inspiration &
Collaboration

Winning Ideas
Incubated at Hub LA

GovJam provides a unique opportunity for
participants to work directly with professionals from diverse backgrounds and varied skill
sets. Jammers leave re-energized to tackle
real-world problems in their daily work, and
continued connection between Jammers
lead to innovative collaborations.

Through a series of follow-up events and
hackathons, we will bring the best and the
brightest concepts forward to Impact Professionals through the GovJam and Hub LA
network of social entrepreneurs, investors,
intrapreneurs, policy makers, designers, advocates, technologists, and educators.
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JOIN US
There are many ways you can get involved!

Jammers
You ARE the Jam! The Jam can’t happen without you, so register now!
Cost: $30 (that’s some cheap professional development!)
Registration: govjamlosangeles.eventbrite.com

Sponsors
We are looking for partners to provide food, supplies, and financial support. Jammers need
food, post-its (and so much more) to keep them going throughout the Jam!

Mentors
We are looking for Government and Public Sector mentors, as well as Innovation/
Design Process Mentors, to provide our teams with support, feedback, & guidance
throughout the 2.5-day event.

Volunteers
Want to get involved, but can’t make the entire 2.5 days of the Jam?
Why not volunteer (a few hours for just one day, or more if you are
interested). We’d love your help!
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LET’S JAM!
FIND OUT MORE

PRESENTED BY THE HUB LA & FRIENDS

govjamlosangeles.org
hello@govjamlosangeles.org
@GovJamLA
SPONSORSHIP

Elizabeth Stewart
Co-Founder & CEO, Hub LA
estewart@thehubla.com
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